


The medieval town of Saturnia is located in the heart of the Tuscan Maremma, immersed in a

context of natural, wild charm, with fascinating cultural and archaeological itineraries of great

interest. Guests can enjoy walks through the enchanted Mediterranean macchia scrub, visits to

old castles, medieval hilltowns, Etruscan necropolises and Roman ruins.

The ‘Maremma Triangle’ is not to be missed, with its charming tufo towns of Pitigliano, Sovana

and Sorano.

Destination



Location

Terme di Saturnia Natural SPA & Golf Resort lies
at the foot of the medieval town of Saturnia, in the
heart of the Tuscan Maremma: 120 hectares of
well-being gathered around the millennial hot
spring. All this immersed in a context of natural,
wild charm, with fascinating cultural and
archaeological itineraries of great interest.

How to reach us

58014 – Saturnia (Gr) – Maremma – ITALY
T +39 0564 600111
info@termedisaturnia.it

Airport:

- Leonardo da Vinci Airport, Fiumicino (RM), 150 km

- Galileo Galilei Airport, Pisa (PI), 220km

- Corrado Beccarini Airport, Grosseto (private 

flights/helicopter), 55km 

Station:

- Grosseto Station: 60 km

- Montalto di Castro Station: 50 km

- Capalbio Station: 50 km



Terme di Saturnia Natural Destination is the elegant 5-star resort of the most famous and

beloved thermal spring in Italy. It offers its guests unlimited access to the waters, a symbol of

thermal well-being in Italy. The dedication to well-being extends over the whole Resort, whether

inside or outside of the famous hot springs or in the Beauty Clinic, one of the largest and most

prestigious in the world.

Italy’s most famous 

thermal spring 

dating back 3,000 years



Key features

• Historical building from 1919.

• Access to Italy’s most famous hot spring and its

invigorating waters.

• Multi-award-winning Beauty Clinic and innovative

beauty and wellness treatments, thermal spa

treatments and tailor-made programs.

• A natural backdrop unique in the world, perfect for

a wellness retreat and a culinary itinerary.

• A 18 hole Golf course, which covers 6,316 metres

and 70 hectares and respects the natural contours of

the landscape.

• 1919 Restaurant and Trattoria La Stellata, the

Resort’s restaurants, designed to promote pleasure

and well-being.

• Ideal for meetings and team buildings. The resort

offers a variety of services, along with the possibility

of indoor and outdoor bonding activities.



Cambiare foto 
con lobby spa o 

ristorante o 
altro



Grand Suites, Suites, Junior Suites, Deluxe, Superior and Comfort: 124 rooms in

total, built along precise aesthetic principles. The composition of space, the choice

of flooring, of light, of textiles and finishing touches: everything is designed to

recreate a sense of harmonious well-being that pervades the resort and its

surroundings.

A modern Tuscan
concept

Number of rooms: 124

2 Grand Suite

14 Suite

7 Junior Suite

16 Garden Junior Suites

49 Deluxe

16 Superior rooms

13 Spring Superior rooms

7 Comfort and single room





The Resort’s restaurants are designed to promote pleasure and well-being. The 1919

Restaurant is meant to spoil the senses through the quality of its ingredients and its love for the

territory; the new Trattoria La Stellata, located on the homonymous hill, offers the unique

opportunity to taste the typical dishes of the Tuscan and Maremma tradition in the warm and

informal atmosphere of a country house.

Dining



The Resort is the ideal setting for work-related meetings, surrounded by the wellness

of the most famous thermal hot spring in Italy.

The understated elegance of the resort, the secluded location in the green heart of

Maremma, and the possibility to organize indoor and outdoor team-building activities

make the conference center the perfect venue for exclusive, impressive events.

Meetings, Events & 

Team-building activities



Guests can reach their well-being through numerous practices connected with

thermal water: the pool of the millenary hot spring, swimming pools and hot tubs,

waterfalls, Roman bath with a sauna and Turkish bath.
Saturnia Water & Spa



The Beauty Clinic, one of the largest and most prestigious in the world, offers

cutting-edge, tailor-made programs: from thermal spa treatments to beauty, facial

and body treatments; from rituals and massages to specialized consultations.
Beauty Clinic



The Resort also offers different opportunities for indoor and outdoor sporting

activities: guided walking tours in the morning, golf lessons and driving range, a

tennis court, a fitness area, pilates lessons, mountain bike and e-bike rental.

The 18-hole course is the only course in Italy to have come from the pencil of the

Californian Architect Ronald Fream. Designed with a fervent commitment to

safeguarding the natural environment, it has obtained the prestigious GEO

Certification.

Golf  & Fitness



Terme di Saturnia Natural Destination – Floor Plan





termedisaturnia.it/en/

https://www.starhotelscollezione.com/en/our-hotels/terme-di-saturnia/
https://www.starhotelscollezione.com/en/our-hotels/terme-di-saturnia/

